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Eunice N. Foote (1819-1888)

(Scientific American, 1856)

“The receiver containing this gas became itself much 

heated—very sensibly more so than the other—and on 

being removed [from the Sun], it was many times as 

long in cooling.” Looking to the history of the Earth, 

Foote theorized that "An atmosphere of that gas would 

give to our earth a high temperature; and if, as some 

suppose, at one period of its history, the air had mixed 

with it a larger proportion than at present, an increased 

temperature from its own action, as well as from 

increased weight, must have necessarily resulted."



I am almost a 100 ppm old!

Helge Drange, Bjerknessenteret, UIB



Caveat: 

Climate is not nature’s main problem…

IPBES 2019



How do we study

climate change

impacts?



Helge Drange, Bjerknessenteret, UIB

We are starting to feel the heat



ITEX – the coming of age of 

climate change experiments

• Challenge: “why are botanists not trying to monitor 
climate change using plant response the way we 
use permafrost and ground temperature?”… 
“explore the idea that plant phenology might be 
used to monitor climate warming”

• Whole organism focus: questions from arctic 
residents about the fate of organisms, such as fish 
and berries, upon which they depend. They did not 
deny the importance of the total system questions 
but they though that the scientists were ignoring 
the organisms. 

• Technology: Small open top chambers to 
passively warm tundra plants and to measure their 
response.

• Timeline: Initial ideas 1987, workshop proposal, 
funded, ITEX launched 1990. 

Pat and Mukta Webber





‘Macroecology - top-down approaches

to organismal form and function zoom in





Why traits?



Traits to generalize across regions 

and systems, establish causality, link 

effects and responses, upscale…

(Lavorel & Garnier “Holy grail” 2002)



Why this focus on

data documentation?



The larger Open Science picture

(Gallagher et al. Nature EE 2020)

Plan S



It’s not enough for data to be open:

they also need to be

#spidergate



To make your data useful beyond

your perfect papers

(Halbritter et al. MEE 2020) > 500 page of detailed methods descriptions!!



Why course *and* 

full-scale data 

campaign?



Make observations

Read literature

Critique & 

consensus
Formulate 

scientific

questions

Develop 

hypothesis and

testable 

predictions

Explore ways 

to test 

predictions

Sampling design

Use scientific 

equipmentRecord and 

Document

Collect and 

manage data

Analyse and 

statistically 

test results

Write scientific 

text 

Illustrate, 

use figures 

and tables

Relate to theory/

context

Peer-review

Elements of 

the research-

teaching 

nexus 

(Eliassen, et al. 2017)



So: What should be the

final course product?

“The cycle” (Julia Kemppinen, Suomen Luonto photo competition finalist!)  



Research-based education –

what is it, and why do it?

• Subject content based on the latest 

development in the field

• Learning methods are based on what

educational research says about

effective learing

• Use research as learning method,

learn how to ‘research’ in the process

• Student researchers - education

embedded in ‘real’ research

updated

content

effective

learning

research

skills

learn in 

context

• Course taught by a researcher 



Why include science 

communication? 



World Economic Forum (Davos):

Top 5 risks to global economy

2007 2020



The Plan!



Plant Functional Traits Courses 

Svalbard 2018

Gongga

2015, 2016

Peru 

2018, 2020

Norway 2022

South Africa 2021

Colorado

Collect research-grade trait+ data along elevational gradients
– [vegetation], leaf traits, ecosystem C fluxes, photosynthesis, imagery, 

Tag onto existing studies, experiments
– augment these with detailed trait-related data

Learn the ropes while doing real science!



PFTC1 & 2: What did we learn?

• We can collect loads of
cool data in a short time!
• 193 taxa (100 new)

• 6671 leaves

• 36.743 trait datapoints (+600%)

• C fluxes, photosynthesis, …. 

• Managing the fieldwork, 
data, people is harder, and 
more important, than we
first realized…

• Data documentation!!* 

*we are now writing up the PFTC data as ‘data papers’ – you’ll be particpating for Peru! 



PFTC 3 & 5: Wayquecha, Peru

• What are trait responses

to altitude and fire?

• ..trait effects on C fluxes

and photosynthesis?

• ..role of intraspecific trait

variability?

• Can these effects and 

responses be detected

from drone imagery?

• Exploring a ‘natural’ fire 

experiment…
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(full disclosure – I do have an inordinate fondness of field experiments)


